CMO INSIGHTS
What’s working in marketing today

CMOs are coming under increasing pressure to
deliver value, drive sales and improve customer
experience—in financial services (FS) as in
other sectors. While they have more access
to key data, most struggle to make better
decisions with it, or to apply it to their business.
There are three key actions any company should
take today to provide differentiated marketing
experiences and drive business outcomes.
Gather: Enrich and personalise customer
profiles with the right information,
by using real-time customer information
from owned channels, together with
second- and third-party data.

Analyse: Understand the core needs and
intent of the customer by using predictive
analytics and machine learning to create
a model that will know when to act.

Engage: Make every interaction count.
Be unique, consistent & intelligent with
engagement. Each customer must get
the right message, through the right
channel and at the right time.
How can FS marketers do this effectively?
An integrated marketing suite that incorporates
a data management platform (DMP), predictive
analytics, and an engagement orchestration
platform will drive revenue growth, boost
brand awareness, raise customer acquisition
rates, and improve customer retention.
And because it properly targets marketing,
it cuts wasteful spending and reallocates
it to other areas that create value.
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• A DMP uses multiple data sources
to build actionable, personalised profiles
that banks can use to engage with customers.
This allows FS marketers to work across
channels to understand existing customers
and on-board new customers, and to do
so more cost-effectively.
• Using predictive analytics can help identify
new and hidden opportunities in the data
to better understand customer behaviour
and intent, and know when to take action.
• With customer engagement orchestration
platforms marketers can turn insights into
actions—not just once, but with consistent
messaging across all channels, in real-time,
to help customers complete their journeys.
Technology provides the means, but companies
must also recognise the organisational steps
needed to drive better outcomes. Technology
teams must provide support to marketers
to ensure they get the most out of the tools
they have at their disposal.
Additionally, successful customer engagement
that drives growth and customer advocacy
is a team sport. While the CMO will bear the
weight of expectation to drive growth, achieving
this requires buy-in and support from the rest
of the C-Suite—in particular through a robust
alliance with technology and data heads,
as well as those leading distribution.
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Greater reach, more options—
and more pressure to perform
In recent years there
has been an explosion in
the number of ways that
organisations can reach out
to existing and prospective
customers, as well as in the
reach and impact that these
marketing efforts can have.

The pace of innovation, coupled with its
increased capability, has brought about a
profound shift in corporate marketing, including
in the financial services sector. There is every
reason to expect that this will continue.
It’s part of what we at Accenture call “Living
Marketing.”1 This constitutes far more than
banks and insurers simply using a new way of
marketing: it requires a company-wide shift in
mindset, behaviours and priorities (see graphic).

Among financial services, for CMOs:

78%

agree that new entrants
use customer experience
as their key differentiator

80%

agree that customers are
becoming more open to engaging
and services and offerings from
these new entrants

76%

agree that these new companies are
better at providing more relevant
offerings than traditional players

To help their organisations drive revenue growth in this environment, chief marketing officers (CMOs) and their peers
throughout the enterprise need to address a very different agenda, with new tools, new methods and a new mindset.

Financial Services Marketing’s Shifting Mindset
FS Marketing Today

Living FS Marketing

Trust as one of many agenda items

Trust as main driver

Product-or channel-centric perspective

Customer hyper-relevance

Complex, fragmented offers & conversations

Simple & seamless

Some relationship with partners

Narrative & ecosystem orchestration

Brand management

Brand values living across touchpoints & behaviors

Focus on charity / sponsorship

Social agenda as enabler to trust

Use of predominantly (some) internal data

Internal + external + inferred data. Also, Trust agenda
drives consent

Use traditional communication channels

Leverage also GAFA / platforms to connect

Source: Redefining Financial Services Marketing: The Rise of the Hyper-Relevant CMO, Accenture (2019)
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Technological advances are central
to these changes, yet simply using such
techniques doesn’t mean organisations will
enjoy their benefits. Consider this: 64 percent
of financial services CMOs told Accenture
that although they have increasing levels
of access to key data, they struggle to make
better decisions and to apply those insights
to their business.2 And nearly half of CMOs
said they find it difficult to understand
what their customers want.3
Success, therefore, requires more than
data and technology. It means staying
up-to-date, understanding the possibilities,
and appreciating what tech-driven
marketing can offer, and what it can’t.

This is something that leading CMOs
understand well: 17 percent of CMOs we
interviewed in APAC countries are pioneers:4
they are taking on the role of organisational
architect and ensuring that their brand
delivers on evolving customer expectations.
In doing so, they are challenging the
business-as-usual approach, inspiring lasting
change, and delivering greater shareholder
returns: over the five years to 2018, they
outperformed their peers on this metric
by 3 percent each year on average.5
More broadly, they are achieving improved
results in three areas: through more effective
marketing, improved speed to scale, and
boosting the top and bottom line (see chart).

Delivering tangible results for our global clients

More effective
marketing

Top and bottom
line impact

Speed to scale

Improvement
in digital sales

Faster in market

60%

40%

30%

30%

30%

0to15

Increase in
lead generation

Improvement
in lead conversion

Reduction in
agency fees

3-5%
Improvment in
top-line revenue

Source: Accenture analysis
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Countries
in 6 months

All of this is taking place as the pressure on
CMOs is growing. Nearly one-third of CEOs
are increasingly looking to their CMO to be
at the helm in finding new sources of growth
—up from a quarter of CEOs in 2016.6

That matches what marketers want in order
to perform their task (see chart)—aspects such
as usability and automation, cost-efficiency
and sales growth, and personalised customer
experiences that are delivered in real-time.

The reason CMOs are coming under greater
pressure is because most CEOs recognise
that the marketing function is a key
contributor to their firm’s profitability and
growth, and that it will play a central role
in building customer loyalty and ensuring
the company’s long-term survival.

However, the sheer volume of solutions
is a problem in itself. These can become
convoluted in terms of optimising expenditure,
for example, or when looking to streamline
capabilities and recognise value. All of this
makes it hard to get the up-lift needed
in a feasible timeframe—which raises the
questions: what’s working in marketing today,
and what do leading CMOs need to do to ensure
they can satisfy ever-greater expectations?

Technological advances have brought a vast
number of tools that can help—addressing
different scenarios around the customer
experience, for instance, or parsing data
to deliver personalised marketing material
that customers will value.

What marketers want in order to perform their tasks
Business outcomes
Experience

Cost efficiency
Sales growth

Personalisation

Actionable insights

Consistency

What marketers
are asking for?

Omni-channel
Agility

Scalability
Data driven

Speed

Transparency

Loyalty

Brand promise
Customer engagement

Greater effectiveness
Increased ROI

Always on

Real Time

Source: Accenture analysis
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Better content utilisation
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The route to success
Pioneering CMOs factor in two key elements:
they analyse results to optimise marketing
spend, and they redirect money to areas
where it can develop new value pools.
Using the right approach should do more
than improve customer satisfaction. It should
lower costs, boost returns, optimise marketing
spend and redirect money to areas where it
can develop new value pools, to name a few.
The goals sound deceptively simple, and so
does the means to achieve them: optimise
your use of data. Various technology solutions
can be deployed in a stack to achieve this,
with the aim of working across channels to
understand known and unknown customers,
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and to provide companies with the capability
to be more flexible in how they should market
to new customers and how best to retain
existing ones.
Essentially, there are three crucial actions:
first, gather and collate information to enrich
customer profiles; second, analyse that
information to predict customer behaviour and
intent and determine the appropriate action to
take; and third, engage with customers at each
stage of the journey in the right way. Below, we
examine each of these three crucial aspects
of effective marketing, and the technological
solutions that enable them.
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Three Steps (and Techs) to Success
Gather, collate and enrich customer profiles
Deciding to use a tech stack is just the start.
The issue is how to maximise its capabilities
—which starts by looking at its ability to look
across multiple data sources and pull those
into a single place. Those data sources fall
into one of three categories:
First-party data is the data collected
by the bank from its customers.

Second-party data is another company’s
first-party data that is sold to or shared
with the bank.
Third-party data is the data that is
aggregated from multiple sources without
a direct customer relationship, and that
is used to augment a customer’s profile.
This includes lifestyle interests, what
customers buy, their professional and
personal life, and their demographic profile.

Typical data collected

OWNED
WEBSITE DATA

OWNED
APP DATA

OFFLINE
CRM DATA

PAID MEDIA
TOUCHPOINTS

THIRD
PARTY DATA

WHO

Visitors to
owned web
properties

App users

Customers with
a CRM record

Users exposed
to paid media

Internet users

WHAT

Pages viewed
on site

Screens
viewed in app

Transactions

Media
impressions

Actions on site

Actions in app

Model scores

Attributes tracked
or predicted by
3rd party providers

Attributes

Media
engagements

Source: Accenture analysis
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Marshalling these data sources effectively
requires creating an integrated stack known
as a Data Management Platform (DMP).
The DMP acts a centralised intelligence
hub, aggregating these data sources
to develop an actionable customer profile
that will evolve over time, enabling the
delivery of truly personalised products and
services at the right time. Using multiple
stacks allows this to happen at scale.

Properly used, a DMP will not only create
audience segments for activation across digital
channels; it also helps to build actionable
consumer profiles that will inform productmarketing decisions based on similar customers.
Of course, DMPs don’t do everything (see Box),
but they do bring a range of essential benefits.
Among these, they can target an enormous
volume of customers in real time, helping
pioneering CMOs to achieve better results for less.

Key functions of a DMP

Data Protection
Privacy Settings

Website & App data

Media
Campaign Data

CRM &
Email Data

Customer
Characteristics,
Engagement
& Actions

DMP

3rd Party Data

Programmatic
Buying

Cross-Channel
Controls
Actionable
Segments

Segmentation
& Discovery

Search
Site Personalisation
& A/B Testing
Connected
TV Partners
Snapchat, Pinterest,
Twitter, Facebook

Analytics & Insights
Source: Accenture analysis

What a DMP does
DMPs perform the following functions:

DMPs do not:

• They anonymise marketer data so it can be
used to locate target audiences and deliver
a personalised message or experience.

• Store customers’ personally identifiable
information.

• They create and maintain segmentation
based on a combination of first-, second-,
and third-party data.
• They use identity management tools to
solve cross-device challenges.

• Activate marketing touchpoints.
• Provide robust marketing performance
reporting.
• Store creative assets.

• They activate segments via marketing
destinations for personalisation and
media targeting
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Another is to enable the capacity for
genuine personalisation. When we say
“personalised,” we mean genuinely tailored
solutions that are built on actual information
about that individual, that are unified
and appropriate, and that are adaptive
(see chart). A DMP is not about generic,
disconnected mass-communications.

Personalising via a DMP solution goes
much further than cross-selling and
onboarding new customers (see chart):
among other aspects it can be used to
optimise a customer’s interaction with
a website, improve prospecting and
provide audience analytics and insight.

Genuinely tailored solutions
Personalisation is ...

Personalisation is not ...

Built on actual information about individuals

DATA-BASED

“Personas” or archetypes based on opinions

Adapting content to changing consumer
attributes, behavior, and context

DYNAMIC

Addressing customers by name, but
delivering the same message to everyone

Unified across time, location and touchpoints

SEAMLESS

Disconnected across channel or department

Content and options tailored
to individual’s intent

UNIQUE

Generic “personal” touches, like “exclusively
for smart consumers like you”

Appropriate to time, location, season,
and stage of customer journey

IN CONTEXT

“Data-blind” events, such as requests to
review a product customer returned

Source: Accenture analysis

DMP use cases for personalisation
Common use cases to activate personalisation and drive ROI with DMPs
Suppression

Retargeting

Prospecting

Customer Targeting

Customer & Product
Holder Suppression

Site Retargeting

Competitive Conquesting

Application
Abandoner Retargeting

3rd Party Data Targeting

Up-Sell/Cross-Sell
Targeting

Email Retargeting

Known-Prospect Targeting

Non-Qualified User
Suppression

Direct Mail Retargeting
Media Retargeting

Look-a-like Modeling
Location Targeting

New Customer Onboarding
Customer Engagement
& Retention

Video Retargeting
Cross Device Retargeting
Holistic Digital Media
Analysis & Optimisation

Creative & Messaging
Optimisation

On-Site
Personalisation

Cross-Channel
Orchestration

Advanced Performance
Measurement

Dynamic Creative
Optimisation

Landing Page Optimisation

Omni-Channel
Integration

Media A/B Testing

Audience-Based
Ad Decisioning

Global Digital
Frequency Capping
Audience Analytics
& Insights
Overlap/Reach Analysis
& Optimisation

Search Message
Optimisation

Customer Journey
Optimisation
Product Recommendations
Site Content Optimisation
Personalised
Product Support

Source: Accenture analysis
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Unified Customer
Segmentation
Centralised
Offer Decisioning
Closed Loop
Measurement

Analyse, predict and determine actions
Now that marketers are sitting on a trove
of data, how can they find hidden patterns,
new opportunities, and make accurate
predictions based upon previous learnings?
What’s needed is a predictive analytics
engine that can sift through huge amounts
of data to find important patterns and make
accurate predictions about customer intent,
action and behaviour.

The best of such tools can provide predictive
modelling that compares data across
environments and predicts the likelihood
of a certain action based on set comparison
factors. The resulting datapoint, ranging
from zero to 100 percent, could describe the
propensity of a given customer action, such
as likelihood to purchase, interact, or drop,
for instance. This can then be factored into
the next phase: determining the best course of
interaction to encourage the optimum outcome.

The process in action
How would the above process work
in practice for a bank? Assume that
Customer 1 last week completed only
half of an online credit card application;
the three-stage process could parse
three types of data on them to understand
them better. Perhaps Customer 1 started
out by visiting a website indicating
an interest in travel. The DMP could tie
that into their persona and ensure that
the bank’s travel banner pops up in
their browser to try to get them to
re-engage with that application.
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Or consider Customer 2, who completed
their credit card application and has
received their card. In this case it would
make no sense to use the same banner
as was targeted at Customer 1. Instead,
the tech stack would analyse the data types
and, noting Customer 2’s interest in opening
a savings account, could ensure that they
see a banner advertising that. Or, if there is
nothing to indicate an interest that the bank
can fulfil, then the stack would decide not to
advertise to them, thereby cutting marketing
costs and redeploying that money to
a customer who might be interested in
one of the bank’s products or services.
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Orchestrate engagement
along the customer journey
One of the key challenges marketers have to
overcome, is “What is the right message, right
channel, and the right time to engage this
customer”? This is increasingly difficult due
to the ever-expanding channels brands use to
engage and different customer preferences.
What’s needed is a solution that can give each
customer a unique experience and consistent
messaging across channels—as well as the
ability to choose to supress channels due to
oversaturation, which in-turn will increase the
likelihood to convert and improve brand loyalty.
Coupling the DMP and predictive analytics
engine with an interaction tool allows marketers
to make informed decisions about which
channel and ad placement to use to optimise
spend and ensure the highest conversion rates.

Market-leading solutions should be able
to track anonymous and known activities
in real-time across an enterprise’s owned
channels. When that data is coupled with
proprietary CRM data, and second- and
third-party data from a DMP, a decisioning
engine can execute real time personalisation
and actions across multiple channels.
This 1:1 cross-channel personalisation in
real-time can make sure that every interaction
with the enterprise counts. This allows
an organisation to learn the exact flow
of customer lifecycles, the best channels
to convert them, when customers drop off
and, should they do so, how to take action
to re-engage them.

Real time decisioning and engagement

1st
party

Gather

Website visit
Purchase history
Income

Analyse

Engage

2nd
party
Interests from partner
Travel history
from partner
Investments
from partner

3rd
party

Channel preference

Property models

Next best offer

Know Your Client (KYC)

Analytics

Marketing campaign journey

Gathering insights

Lifestyle interests
Demographic information
Intent information

Ad targeting / suppression
UI personalisation
Email / push notification
CRM action
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Personalised
engagement

Silence
is golden

Engagement through the above process
comprises far more than banners. It might
be in the form of a paid social message on
Facebook, for instance, or a paid search result
via Google. Or it could be a push notification
through the bank’s mobile app or a display
notification on the customer’s device in the
form of a video.

The risk of technology is that firms can
bombard customers and prospective clients
with offerings. That merely serves to alienate
them, which is why it is vital to understand the
customer and the context of their life. Failing to
do so will see consumers opting out of digital
services because they don’t deliver value.

Banks can further improve this process
by combining analytical tools and other
capabilities to determine what works and
what doesn’t, driving revenue growth,
brand awareness, customer acquisition
and customer retention.
Those benefits, including increased loyalty, feed
into a virtuous circle of better conversion rates
and higher sales (see the case study in Part 3,
below). This process also increases media
efficiency, because the tech stack identifies
opportunities to cut wasted impressions
and reallocate savings to top performers.
At the same time, customers move along
the spectrum from unknown to known, as
more information is collected about them,
providing marketers with a one-stop shop
that reacts to the entire customer lifecycle.
This allows marketers to follow up, even
supporting appropriate cross-sell marketing
when the time is right.
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When it comes to targeted marketing,
in other words, silence can be golden.
And should a customer go silent, the correct
response is not to send more advertising
their way but to consider aspects such as the
bank’s tone of voice, how often it is reaching
out to them, and the channels it is using.
Delivering value requires a considered
approach that brings a clear understanding
of the customer and how they like to be
reached. Failing means they will shut you
out.7 What customers want, in other words,
is a bank that provides information they need
it, and not when they don’t. The three-stage
process described above, properly employed,
should deliver that.
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Conclusion: Why success in
marketing needs a team effort
When it comes to creating
the optimal operating
model, banks must ensure
that they have the right
technology and data
capabilities in place; this
includes integrating all
the technologies in the
marketing ecosystem.
They also need the right organisation and
people, whose roles and responsibilities are
well-defined, and whose skills are aligned.
Additionally, they require the right processes
to provide standardised decision-points,
handoffs and interactions, and they must
instil robust governance to ensure responsible
stewardship of capabilities, metrics, policies
and controls.
Successful customer engagement that drives
growth and customer advocacy is a team
sport. For one thing, the marketing team must
coordinate well with other departments and
partners including legal, creative, finance,
CRM, the bank’s owned channels, and paid
media. Importantly, they must also have the
backing of the technology and engineering
teams, since there is little point in investing
in the technology if marketers do not have the
support they need to get the best out of it.

Moreover, while CEOs expect CMOs to
be responsible for driving growth, achieving
this requires buy-in and support from the
rest of the C-Suite: in particular an alliance
with the technology and data heads,
as well as those in charge of distribution.
Operationally, a platform comprised
of an integrated set of tools should drive
improvements, but those responsible
for marketing must also take other factors
into account.
• First, it takes time before any marketing
effort will have gathered enough data
on which to make actionable decisions.
Consequently, it is essential to start
collecting this data at the beginning of the
journey, which the power of technology
makes relatively easy.
• Next, it is vital to choose the right data
to use as inputs in your customer profiles.
• Banks must align their marketing
technology stack to other customer
relationship management (CRM) systems
in order to keep building their 360-degree
customer view.
• Having the right operating model
will allow the technology employed to
“learn and inform”. It is also key to have
the right balance of human intervention to
educate, modify and build the algorithms
and models to support the business.
• Lastly, it is essential to establish the
right environment and ecosystem.
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Getting this operating model right brings
profound benefits (see Case Study): Our
research shows that banks in developed
markets that move to a Living Marketing
approach and position themselves effectively
in a digital ecosystem can boost both
revenue growth and the number of primary
relationship customers by 10 percent,
and can cut churn by a quarter.8

Case study
Accenture worked with a leading
European bank and with Salesforce’s
Marketing Clouds solution to transform
its digital banking platform.
Among the goals was to ensure the bank
could build and implement campaigns
that were both reactive and proactive.

When marketing innovation is done
at scale with multiple stacks and a fully
integrated operation, the result is a virtuous
circle (see chart) of ever-improving data
management and analysis that provides
targeted, personalised products and
services that consumers will value.

The results were transformative: digital
customer interaction rose threefold; the
bank enjoyed tens of millions of euros of
increased revenues; and its marketing
performance was boosted tenfold.

An example of technology stack in
Living Marketing.

3x

Digital
Customer
Interaction

€10Ms 10x
Revenue
Uplift

Increase in
Marketing
Performance

Source: Redefining Financial Services Marketing: The
Rise of the Hyper-Relevant CMO, Accenture (2019)

Marketing Innovation at Scale
Awareness &
Lead Capture

Advertising Studio

Google Analytics 360 Suite

Analytics,
Segmentation,
& Augmentation

Orchestration
& Optimisation

Analytics
360

Tag Manager
360

Optimise
360

Audience
Center 360

Data Studio
360



Engagement

Source: Accenture
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Attribution
360
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